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limited Information from these projects by this time.  Even on a rapid Implementation schedule, most will not complete a design and contracting until the end of the first quarter of fiscal 1979.  The results of the first half year's operations can hardly be tabulated and analyzed by the end of 1979 and only interim process findings will be available reflecting mainly start-up difficulties. Most of the Information yield for the end-of-1979 decisions will have to come from projects implemented in fiscal 1978. Here too, the findings are limited to early results and developments rather than long-term impacts.
A less ambitious and committed person than Taggart would have conclud from this analysis that congressional and executive expectations for results from YEDPA were simply incompatible with time and resource constraints. Taggart did not draw this conclusions Whatever could b produced, would be produced.
Key Design Features
As the knowledge development strategy evolved, certain design features emerged. Among these were (1) complexity in the ränge of issues, program activities, research projects, and products; (2) relatively heavy emphasis, in early phases, on process Information, rather than outcome data; (3) wide variability in research design, method, and type of results from one knowledge development activity t another; and (4) major changes over time.
The knowledge development plans were complex largely because the congressional and executive expectations that accompanied YEDPA were complex. Granting the complexity of expectations, though, a common theme among both Taggart's harshest critics and strengest allies was that he did little to control the complexity of the enterprise. Robe Lerman, ASPER staff member, recalls that in late 1978, when Taggart convened a Conference at Reston, Virginia to discuss knowledge develc ment efforts, "It struck me that the plan just had too many questions He [Taggart] listened carefully to people's reservations and he thouc about the Problems they raised, but early on he bought into a big multi-demonstration view of what he was doing, which didn't accommodc much to clarity in design. Things didn't seem to have a clear logica structure to them."
Andrew Hahn, who worked with Leonard Hausman in the Brandeis Cent for Employment and Income Studies äs part of the technical assistance function of OYP, recalls, "Len Hausman argued that the first plan was too complex. He said it could be organized around three aspects of t youth labor market—labor supply, or how to affect the skills and attributes that kids bring to employers; labor demand, or how to influence employers1 demand for kids through various kinds of incentives; and intermediary linkages, or how to smooth out the transition to the work."
Taggart resisted this advice.  "There were probably two reasons v he resisted,11 Hahn continues.  "First, he had a hard time prioritizin

